In 1989, R Kelly released a song called "I Wish" which was the first rap song to be played over a 40 minute uninterrupted
instrumental. Now, almost 26 years later, a remix of this song has been created by the popular YouTube channel Lyrical
Lemonade and is now available for purchase on iTunes. Steve Loonis from The New Yorker introducing this video says that it's
one of those rare videos that is so good you start to wonder what you're doing with your life if you haven't seen it yet. He also
praises the content as being very artistic and poetic because it explains how much someone struggles emotionally when they
have been hurt by someone else before using lyrics from "I Wish". The video revolves around a love story that is told step by
step with the lyrics from the song and it tells about how hard it is to get over someone we really love. The video makes this
message felt deep within the hearts of its viewers and makes them understand how it feels to be left alone and all alone without
anyone to help you. Lyrics: Tweet from Lyrical Lemonade: In this article, Chaz Kangas from Wirtualna Polska praises this song
as being very catchy as well as being unique talking about its unique sound which is a mixture of soul, R&B and rap music. He
also praises the artist Lyrical Lemonade for making a great job out of the remix saying that they made it so original and so
creative. Lyrics: Tweet from Lyrical Lemonade: In an article published by The Sun, this song is introduced as being very catchy
and beautiful as well as being very moving using technology to bring two different songs together and create something unique
and amazing. "It's a real masterpiece - and we're not just saying that because we want it to be Christmas No 1" – The Sun
On November 2, Lyrical Lemonade released a lyric video for "I Wish" on YouTube. The lyric video is meant to educate those
who have no idea how lyrics work as well as those who have no idea who R Kelly is. In the lyric video, the lyrics from "I Wish"
are put on a black background with a white text and music from "I Wish" is being played in the background. Lyrics: On October
31, Lyrical Lemonade uploaded a welcome video on YouTube for their new channel that shows many different logos of
different companies that were made by Lyrical Lemonade that they plan on using in future videos. The logos feature the logo of
Lyrical Lemonade that is a lemon and then there's a lemon logo that is used for all of their songs and then there's also the logo of
Lyrical Lemonade TV which shows their logo on a TV screen. The new channel will be the home for all new videos from
Lyrical Lemonade saying that it's going to be "tweeting about content, analyzing video essays, discussing films, and putting out
new music. In this article by UKMix, this song is introduced as being very moving and sad at one point while it can go back to
being very upbeat and cheerful at another point while talking about how we should never stop believing in love.
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